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Overview of SuperconductivityOverview of Superconductivity

Critical Temperature Critical Temperature 
and Critical Fieldand Critical Field
Electrical ResistivityElectrical Resistivity
Magnetic FieldsMagnetic Fields
Limits?Limits?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Below a certain critical temperature, some metals, alloys, ceramics and other materials have zero resistance and maintain a finite electrical current without any applied voltage. These materials also expel all magnetic fields (changing or stationary) to a critical field strength, which varies by several factors.

Super Conductivity is considered to be a thermodynamic “Phase”, (e.g. solid) due to universal properties exhibited by superconducting materials.

Inside a superconductor, electrons become bound in pairs, called Cooper pairs which become a fluid within the material. Due to quantum mechanics, this fluid has a minimum energy gap, below which the fluid has zero viscosity/resistance. If the thermal energy, (i.e. temperature) of the superconductor is below the minimum energy gap, then the fluid will not be scattered by the lattice of the material and will have no resistance to flow.

Superconductors expel all external magnetic fields to a point. However, all electrical current creates magnetic fields associated with it, therefore there is also a maximum current value within a superconductor.

Limits:
Lifetime: Both theoretical and empirical predictions state that energy stored within a superconductor has a half-life that exceeds the lifetime of the Universe (for our purposes as humans, infinitely long)
Temperature: Max Temperature for a superconductor currently discovered at ~135K. Cooling is an issue for any non-perfect Vacuum.
Max Current: Governed by the critical field of the superconductor itself. Since current generates magnetic field, if the current exceeds the critical field of the superconductor, then superconductivity is destroyed.



Applications for SuperconductivityApplications for Superconductivity

Power Generation Power Generation 
and Storageand Storage
RF filters (e.g. Mobile RF filters (e.g. Mobile 
Phone Towers) Phone Towers) 
Ultrasensitive Ultrasensitive 
MagnetometersMagnetometers
Strong Magnets Strong Magnets 
(11.5T)(11.5T)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Superconductors can be used as the magnets within a motor/generator, can make a frictionless wind turbine theoretically capable of providing power to up to 750,000 homes (picture) and can be used for wires in voltage and current changes for power transmission. As for storage, due to the current lifetime, the current can be changed and then the SC heated up to release the energy or to put in more when needed.
RF filters already used on some Mobile phone towers to create an extremely narrow RF band, enabling more network traffic over a broader range of frequencies
Magnetometers able to measure the flux quantum very accurately. Uses “Josephson Junction”
Strong Magnets, especially this pretty one that we have in the NCNR (11.5T). For reference, Earth’s field is 30-60 microtesla



Type I vs. Type II SuperconductorsType I vs. Type II Superconductors
L He vs. L NL He vs. L N22

MeissnerMeissner OchsenfeldOchsenfeld State vs. Mixed State vs. Mixed 
StateState
Resistance in the Vortex StateResistance in the Vortex State

Type I Type II

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Type I: Often pure elements and have superconducting transition points below that of 77k (LN2). In these Superconductors, when the temperature or externally applied magnetic field reaches a critical value, superconductivity is abruptly destroyed.

Type II: Typically higher temperature superconductors made from alloys or oxide ceramics. At the critical temperature and upper critical magnetic field, these superconductors become superconductive, but have a very small amount of resistance, which varies based on both temperature and externally applied magnetic fields. At the second critical field, all resistance disappears completely and the superconductor behaves just like a type I superconductor.

No type I SC discovered anywhere near or above the boiling point of N2
Meissner Ochsenfeld State is when the superconductor expels all magnetic fields and is present in the mixed state below the penetration depth
Mixed State/Vortex State is when Magnetic Flux Lines will penetrate the superconductor to a certain depth, the London Penetration depth. Below that depth, the superconductor is in the Meissner Ochsenfeld State.



Overview of Correlation FunctionsOverview of Correlation Functions
What is a Correlation Function?What is a Correlation Function?
Pairs vs. TripletsPairs vs. Triplets
How we use them nowHow we use them now
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Correlation functions are statistical measures usually used to describe probability or order within a system. A correlation function will usually compare two or more points using specific parameters and are valid approximations given a sample size above an arbitrary size.
Correlation Length is a term used to describe over approximately what distance a correlation will be an accurate representation of the crystal.
Correlations very easy to measure in pairs, which are used in many fields, including astronomy, biology and physics. Triplets, can contain much more information, but due to their complexity, are not used as widely.
In condensed matter physics, used to describe the orientational and translational order or a lattice structure at various distances. These can change in various states (e.g. Vortex Glass State vs. Simple Liquid state).



Triplet Correlation FunctionTriplet Correlation Function
Potential to be more Potential to be more 
accurate in describing accurate in describing 
and predicting trendsand predicting trends
Much more Much more 
complexity in both complexity in both 
computing and computing and 
interpretationinterpretation
Motivation: Motivation: MuonsMuons
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Presentation Notes
Top is a PDF
Bottom is a time resolved triplet. Notice that a slice of one side at one frame is just a PDF.
Density-Density-Density function (density^3): A correlation function which describes the probability of finding a pair of particles at a given r1 r2 and theta.



Experiment DescriptionExperiment Description
A Small Niobium Crystal A Small Niobium Crystal 
placed in a 200mT field placed in a 200mT field 
and 2.6K in a Small Angle and 2.6K in a Small Angle 
Neutron Scattering Neutron Scattering 
(SANS) machine(SANS) machine
Measurement with Measurement with 
NeutronsNeutrons
With data gathered from With data gathered from 
SANS, Reverse Monte SANS, Reverse Monte 
Carlo Analysis was Carlo Analysis was 
performed on the data to performed on the data to 
determine locations of determine locations of 
superconducting vorticessuperconducting vortices



Alpha vs. RMC Runs     200mT
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RMC AnalysisRMC Analysis
Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC):Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC):

Enables representative calculation of correlation Enables representative calculation of correlation 
functions and observation of trendsfunctions and observation of trends
Random Perturbations of the lattice with a leastRandom Perturbations of the lattice with a least--
squares acceptancesquares acceptance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a technique being employed which generates simulated data to be compared with a real set of data, given a specific magnetic field. Starting with perfect data, we compute the structure factor and compare that with the measured structure factor for the crystal. By randomly perturbing the simulated lattice and accepting moves based on a least-squares probability (xi^2), the lattice’s structure factor and simulated diffraction curve gradually approaches the measured data. This enables us to get a very accurate picture of the vortex lattice measured by SANS. However, the actual locations cannot be determined, only the possible locations of the vortices.

Our calculations are representative, as shown by various alpha values generated for different RMC Runs (very close match with experimental data).

In a paper by Mark Laver and others last march, RMC was used with pair correlation functions to describe the nature of flux lines within the mixed state.



Calculating Triplet CorrelationsCalculating Triplet Correlations

Using Perfect Data:Using Perfect Data:
A program was written to generate the perfect A program was written to generate the perfect 
lattice and compute the densitylattice and compute the density33 correlation correlation 
function.function.
Given the four dimensional nature of the data, Given the four dimensional nature of the data, 
time or color resolved graphs are preferred.time or color resolved graphs are preferred.



Sample DataSample Data
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Presentation Notes
Uneven distribution in Modulus data
Unusual shape of PDF in a perfect 40015 lattice.



Questions?Questions?
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